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The purpose of this article is the fostering of a theory by  James Forrestal, America’s first
Secretary of Defense who so brilliantly put it, “if these things happened by accident they would
occasionally make a mistake in OUR favor”.  Forrestal spoke of blunders by the war dept. and
the State Department the latter which had become infiltrated with communists. He spoke of
decisions handed by the powers that be in Washington, today is no different.
     THREE STRIKES YOUR OUT! The article below was written from critical testimony in the trial of the first World Trade

Center bombing, pay close attention to who supplied the explosives and expertise to build the bomb. THE NEW YORK

TIMES * * * * *  Thursday October 28, 1993 Page A1 "Tapes Depict Proposal to Thwart Bomb Used in Trade Center Blast" By

Ralph Blumenthal Law-enforcement officials were told that

terrorists were building a bomb that was eventually used to blow

up the World Trade Center, and they planned to thwart the

plotters by secretly substituting harmless powder for the

explosives, an informer said after the blast. The informer was to

have helped the plotters build the bomb and supply the fake

powder, but the plan was called off by an F.B.I. supervisor who

had other ideas about how the informer, Emad Salem, should be

used, the informer said. The account, which is given in the

transcript of hundreds of hours of tape recordings that Mr. Salem

secretly made of his talks with law-enforcement agents, portrays

the authorities as being in a far better position than previously

known to foil the February 26th bombing of New York City's

tallest towers. The explosion left six people dead, more than a thousand people injured, and damages in excess of half-a-

billion dollars. Four men are now on trial in Manhattan Federal Court [on charges of involvement] in that attack. Mr. Salem, a

43-year-old former Egyptian Army officer, was used by the Government [of the United States] to penetrate a circle of Muslim

extremists who are now charged in two bombing cases: the World Trade Center attack, and a foiled plot to destroy the United

Nations, the Hudson River tunnels, and other New York City landmarks. He is the crucial witness in the second bombing

case, but his work for the Government was erratic, and for months before the World Trade Center blast, he was feuding with

the F.B.I. Supervisor `Messed It Up' After the bombing, he resumed his undercover work. In an undated transcript of a

conversation from that period, Mr. Salem recounts a talk he had had earlier with an agent about an unnamed F.B.I.

supervisor who, he said, "came and messed it up." "He requested to meet me in the hotel," Mr. Salem says of the supervisor.

"He requested to make me to testify, and if he didn't push for that, we'll be going building the bomb with a phony powder, and

grabbing the people who was involved in it. But since you, we didn't do that." The transcript quotes Mr. Salem as saying that

he wanted tocomplain to F.B.I. Headquarters in Washington about the Bureau's failure to stop the bombing, but was

dissuaded by an agent identified as John Anticev. Mr. Salem said Mr. Anticev had told him, "He said, I don't think that the

New York people would like the things out of the New York Office to go to Washington, D.C." Another agent, identified as

Nancy Floyd, does not dispute Mr. Salem's account, but rather, appears to agree with it, saying of the `New York people':

"Well, of course not, because they don't want to get their butts chewed." From Trial Transcript tapes made by  Salem for the

his protection & the FBI. As for the portions which clearly indicated that the FBI was involved in a classic entrapment setup

and had collaborated with Salem in the implementation of the bombing, they were conveniently not publicized. In a

surreptitiously taped conversation involving Salem and Special Agent John Anticev, Salem refers to his contribution in the

making of the bomb and the Bureau's awareness and consent of it. An avaricious Salem is seen pressing for more money.

The conversation revolves around references to the bombing and the FBI's acquaintance of the bomb making:  Anticev: "But
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ah basically nothing has changed. I'm just telling you for my own sake that nothing, that this isn't a salary but you got paid

regularly for good information. I mean the expenses were a little bit out of the ordinary and it was really questioned. Don't tell

Nancy I told you this."  Salem: "Well, I have to tell her of course."  Anticev: "Well then, if you have to, you have to."  Salem:

"Yeah, I mean because the lady was being honest and I was being honest and everything was submitted with receipts and

now it's questionable."  Anticev: "It's not questionable, it's like a little out of the ordinary."  Salem: "Okay. I don't think it was. If

that what you think guys, fine, but I don't think that because we was start already building the bomb which is went off in the

World Trade Center. It was built by supervising supervision from the Bureau and the DA and we was all informed about it and

we know what the bomb start to be built. By who? By your confidential informant. What a wonderful great case! And then he

put his head in the sand I said "Oh, no, no, that's not true, he is son of a bitch." (Deep breath) Okay. It's built with a different

way in another place and that's it."  Anticev: "No, don't make any rash decisions. I'm just trying to be as honest with you as I

can."  Salem: "Of course, I appreciate that."  Former Watergate associate prosecutor Richard Ben-Veniste warned that these

tapes pose "an absolute nightmare for federal prosecutors."

     It is obvious from these transcript of the trial and tapes that the FBI had full knowledge of the plan of the first WTC

bombing. Not only prior knowledge but they supplied the explosives as well as expertise to construct the bomb. Al Hussani

Hussein was envolved in this bombing. STRIKE ONE!* In the trial of both Terry Nichols & Lee Harvey McVeigh, I mean,

Timothy McVeigh the judge repeatedly refused to allow any evidence that incriminated anyone but these two men in the

bombing. 	Enter, Carey James Gagen giving sworn testimony before a second grand jury convened by the people of

Oklahoma because the persecutors, I mean prosecutors, refused to.  	In his sworn deposition and testimony Mr. Gagen

brought forth paperwork from the Justice Department giving him 15 months immunity from prosecution. He was in the middle

of the Arab group that placed explosives inside the building. Al Hussani Hussein was envolved. Gagen warned his handlers

two weeks before the bombing of what was about to happen. None of them did anything! They refused to bring him in to

reveal the plot. They refused to listen. BOOM!

    STRIKE TWO!*

    Osama bin Laden underwent treatment in July at the American Hospital in Dubai where he met a US Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) official, French daily Le Figaro and Radio France International reported. Osama left the hospital on July 14,

2001 with two portable dialysis machines. This man is not hiding in a cave in Afghanistan unless it is wired with 110 or 220 V

electricity or he’s hauling a very large generator through the mountains.  If that had been you or I, we would been handcuffed,

tied, gagged to the bed or dead, he was on the FBI 10 Most Wanted list of terrorists for two truck bombings of American

servicemen! Considering Osama who’s name by him is spelled Usama, but American press did not want USAma printed in

our papers, has been a CIA asset since Ronald Reagan was in power. The Taliban as well as Al Queda,  was created by the

CIA in the war against Russia in Afghanistan. The CIA often does not do things themselves, they just have their dirty work

done by others. Former District Attorney of Chicago David Shippers, had FBI agents give him information that a terrorist plot

was working and he began to tell Aschcroft & Rumsfelds’s offices as well as influential Congressmen, over a MONTH prior to

9-11 of the plot to hijack airplanes and crash them full fuel into New York and Washington. In article after article I have proved

there were explosives in the building before 9-11. EXPLOSIVES not the planed brought down the buildings. See PYROTECH

101  and other proof below. STRIKE THREE We’re OUT!* *We’re out because:  1). If any one of these incidents happened by

themselves we might say it was a very bad OOPS! Or maybe, an intelligence failure.  2). The budget for terrorism was

doubled after the first WTC bombing, did that stop OK City Bombing, NO! The terrorism budget was TRIPPLED after the OK

City bombing under the Anti-Terrorism Bill, did that stop World Trade Center bombing #2 NO! 3). Now we have Homeland

Security, the Patriot Act and now the Domestic Security Enhancement Act of 2003, which have effectively destroyed the

Constitution for the United States of America.   In 1999 FBI Project Megiddo was presented at the National Sheriffs Assoc.

annual meeting. It outlined Christians, militia, patriot groups, and others as PROBABLE TERRORISTS! Christians who had a

firm belief in the second coming of Christ, supposedly willing to commit terrorist acts to hasten His return. Patriot & militia

groups also willing to commit terrorist acts to take back the country, etc. etc. Many of these suspected around the new

millennia in 2000. Don’t laugh (although it’s hard not to), under the Patriot Act any group designated as terrorists fall in “watch
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groups.”  Anyone even slightly connected who might resist arrest is to be considered a “enemy combatant” under Section 101

will designate individual terrorists as foreign powers and again strip them of all rights under the “enemy combatant”

designation!  Section 501 They can snatch you off the street, never tell anyone and hold you without trial, lawyer, rights, until

the war on terrorism is over. Section 201 makes it a crime for ANY government official (or anyone else) to tell anyone you’re

in custody. Section 123 allows searches without warrants. Hitler would have been proud, to have a law this strong!   There

have been nearly 400 cities & counties that have passed Anti- Patriot act Resolutions banning enforcement of the un-

constitutional parts, hopefully one will be passed in your county or town, support it. In short friends we’ve struck out. Unless

we do something besides watch the news on TV and our favorite programs, the America we all grew up with is DEAD forever.

Unless we get up off our duffs and again become a nation of sovereign individuals that rule ourselves through our

representative Republic, in stead of this democratic mobocracy, there is no hope for our country. Politicians will NOT help us.

They are the problem. We must again bring God’s Law know in legal terms as Common Law Courts in to session and bring to

trial these traitors that have ruined our country through HIGH TREASON. They MUST be brought to JUSTICE!  That is the

only hope for our country except a complete revival of God’s Law in our lives. If we followed it we could do no less.

    Pastor Michael Treis Yahshua Messiah’s Sabbath Day Ministry C/O general delivery USPO Waxahachie, Texas (75165)

http://sandiego.indymedia.org//2004/11/106436.shtml
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